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Walking Together in the warm land of the Cowichan Valley

We acknowledge that for thousands of years the Malahat, Lake Cowichan, Quw'utsun, Halalt, Penelakut, 
Stz'uminus, & Lyackson Peoples have walked gently on the unceded territories  

where we now live, work, learn, and play. We seek a new relationship with the First Peoples here, one 
based in honour and respect,  & we thank them for their hospitality, patience, and willingness to  

co-create a new, equitable community. 

Q’shintul 
M I l l   B a y   N a t u r e   S c h o o l



Our Story  

What are the unique, positive 
characteristics of our school? 

Q’shintul/Mill Bay Nature School – is moving into 
its fifth year – presently for children ages 4 to 12, 
and growing to include 12 to14 year olds - 
situated in the Warm Land of the Cowichan Valley 
– the beautiful, traditional, and unceded territory 
of the Hulq’umi’num’ People who have lived in this place for 10,000 years. We have taken root – over the past 
four years of our enactment - in a developing relationship with the Cowichan, Malahat, and Penelakut Peoples – 
walking together with our Elders-in-Residence Tousilum and Sulsa’meethl George – and seek to co-create an 

equitable place that honours the natural rhythms of this place, 
the lessons learned over millennia, and the structures of a 
Village (community) that centres, honours, and ultimately 
serves the Xe’ Xe’ Smune’em – our sacred children.  We enact 
the First Peoples Principles of Learning because they reflect the 
natural rhythms of a healthy, sustainable ecosystem – and we 
see this in the development of children with strong voices, 
respectful hearts, and flexible, thoughtful minds who are known 
and know others – even as they struggle with and learn from 
diverse ways of being and seeing and knowing. The staff is 
committed to an emergent curriculum which flows from 

provocations, questions, challenges, and the living of life in a 
community of people; they may begin in the mind of a child, an 
adult, or a Hulq’umi’num’ elder.  An attention to emergence 
requires nimble and agile responsiveness, and a willingness to 
walk together – Q’shintul – as we discover and learn.  The staff are 
also encouraged to develop Core Competencies (described in the 
B.C. Curriculum) within themselves and the children: critical, 
creative and reflective thinking; personal development;  social 
understanding and engagement; and robust, expansive 
communication skills – because we know how critical these are for 
lifelong engagement in an ever-changing, unpredictable world. At 
Mill Bay Nature School, learning is intentionally embedded in 
everything we do – Clan organization, loose parts, schedules, 
activities, field studies, rhythms, experiences, inside and outside 
design, Village meetings, fundraising, and on and on – and we 
invite each one to take up a spirit of playfulness and inquiry whilst 



knowing (through research) that deep abiding relationships precede a willingness to take risks, step out of our 
comfort zones, and try new things. Our morning soft-starts have a feeling of a family reunion, and our restorative 
justice circles (always-in-the-making) end with a movement towards forgiveness – blowing the problem away 
even as we own what we did to another.  We like being together here; it’s hard, muddy work, invigorating, 
messy, and inspiring.  SEE DANCE EXHIBITION, WITNESS MOUNTAIN/CAREY NEWMAN, AND 10,000 GIFT 
STORIES IN APPENDIX  

What are the important demographics of our school and community? 

The roots of Mill Bay Nature School are digging deep into the rich, 
beautiful culture of the Hulq’umi’num’ speaking People, as well as 
the story of the genocide they have had to endure through 
Residential Schools and Government Policies (which still exist) – 
guided by Elders and Knowledge Holders – drummers, singers, 
storytellers, artists, language speakers. Beginning in this place, with 
these people and these stories, the staff and families – from all over 
the District - have been learning alongside the children; together, 
we have come to deeply value these gifts. Although most of our 
families and staff are of European 

ancestry (within a continuum of socio-economic advantages and family structures), 
we are attracting families who have immigrated from other places; children who are 
gender fluid; are slowly developing trusting relationships with Hulq’umi’num’ 
families; and were glad to have a teacher with Cree roots join us last Fall. It is our 
dream that one day our school will become more richly diverse, and in doing so, 
weave within our children (and ourselves) a lived curriculum of beautiful, 
unthreatening differences they will take with them into adulthood –  “… the myriad of 
cultures of the world are not failed attempts at modernity. They are unique 
expressions of the human imagination and heart, unique answers to a fundamental 

question:  What does it mean to be human and 
alive?” (Wade Davis).  The more diversity - that can be expansively understood - the 
more space for acceptance of self, others, and the world - nurturing healthsome, 
respectful living (a critical outcome of education). 

What do we celebrate? 

At Q’shintul, first and foremost we honour the’Xe ‘Xe Smune’em – our sacred 
children; each morning you will witness the staff greeting each one as they emerge 
from cars or jump off buses. There is a spirit of playfulness and joy here. There are 
smiles and hugs. People know each other here and are known - leading to trust and 
rest in relationships – particularly as children transition from home to school or from



stress to rest.  Parents too feel a sense of community, of belonging, that they are indeed co-creators of this 
place.  As a small school, we have strong and participatory parent volunteers: Truth & Reconciliation; fundraising 

for busing; developing the outdoor campus; serving food; cleaning and 
organizing a massive lost and found; supporting each Clan; building 
things; tending the Elder Food-Garden; sharing passions and gifts; 
witnessing our days together; etc.  

 As a community we often collectively repeat “attention = love, attention = 
respect” – reminding ourselves 
(adult and child) to intentionally 
bring our whole hearts and minds to 
our work/play.  Families are invited 

and included in Learning Map Meetings which provide a context from 
which our understanding of children emerges as well as deepens.  Children 
are spoken about with respect in all spaces and at all times at our school. 
Each Friday we have a whole school Birthday Honouring Circle where each 
child or adult who had a birthday that past week sits in the large cedar 
‘throne’ dubbed “the Wilder Honouring Chair” (after Wilder World, the 
brother of Levi and Oakley and son of Pam and Travis, who passed away 
tragically June 2019) and a special adult witnesses their growth, 
development, and unique gifts/talents as the whole school community 
witnesses and waits excitedly for their turn. Staff are also honoured in this way.  Families often attend. 

We also celebrate the beauty of the Hulq’umi’num’ culture, as 
well as their sad history each day through the recitation of our 
child designed and led acknowledgement (see next page). 
Drum Circles and Storytelling begin and end our week as we 
gather as a whole school in our outside circle – keeping 
Hulq’umi’num’ culture at the front of our minds and hearts.   

Parents have formed a Truth and Reconciliation Committee this 
year - “The Truth & Reconciliation Committee was originally 

created to raise funds ($2500 monthly) to support the school’s Knowledge Holder program which includes 
weekly drumming, singing and storytelling by Quw’utsun 
Knowledge Holders and the school’s Elders In Residence. It 
has since expanded its scope to educate and onboard 
parents and allies to the critical work of decolonizing our 
educational community, as we ground our xe' xe' smun'eem 
(sacred children) in the culture, traditions and history of the 
Hulq’umi’num’-speaking People who have stewarded this 
land for more than 10,000 years” (Hilary Henegar).



We would like to acknowledge 
That we are gathered here  
In this beautiful place 
On the traditional territory  
Of the Hulq’umi’num’ People. 
They used to drum, run in the fields,  
have ceremonies, speak Hulq’umi’num’, fish for salmon, 
and so much more. 
They used to have a trusting relationship with the 
animals. 

And then it changed. 

They went to residential schools. 
They had to have their hair cut.. 
Their drums were burned. 
They couldn’t have any ceremonies. 
They couldn’t speak their language. 
It was torture. 
If their parents tried to stop them from being taken away 
they were put in jail 

Finally, they didn’t have to go to residential schools, 
but they had lost so much. 

Their trusting relationship with animals changed. 
They couldn’t speak their language anymore or knew 

how to drum. 
They couldn’t live on their traditional land because they 

didn’t have a fancy contract. 

And we are trying to bring it back. 

The Hulq’umi’num’ People have been here for 10,000 
years. 

Delilah Hachey, 11 years old, 
Mill Bay Nature School 

(Photograph of Tousilum,  
Kuper Island Residential School) 

“This was the most powerful acknowledgement I 
have ever witnessed, and I have heard alot  

all across Canada.” (Carey Newman, 2022)  

We continue to live participatory democracy - with the children and adults - through a consensus building 
model gifted to us by Tousilum and Sulsa’meethl George which celebrates the deep value of all voices being 
heard, decisions taking the time they take, and the role of leadership being one of listening deeply and 
discerning what consensus is emerging (as we acknowledge it’s always-in-the-making).  In these ways (and 
others), we take up the challenge of Truth and Reconciliation (as outlined in the Calls To Action). SEE 
CONSENSUS LEARNING STORIES IN APPENDIX  

Our Learners 

What are the strengths and stretches we see in our Learners? 
What evidence do we have of these strengths and stretches?  

This past year, for the mornings, our children were organized (with a particular focus on core competency 
development) into multi-age groupings:  Dandelion Pod of three Clans (ages 4-8); Cedar Pod of three Clans 
(ages 6-10); Smuqw’a’ Pod of two Clans (ages 8-12). Clan time has a focus on building community with diverse 
others, literacy, and numeracy development. And for the afternoons, our Dandelion and Cedar children are 
engaged together in self-selected, interdisciplinary Playful Inquiries of ever-changing groups and open-ended 
design for six-week cycles. The Smuqw’a’ Clan - the middle years program ever-in-the-making – are designing 



their full days with: on the land learning; interdisciplinary studies; mentorships; and other magical mysteries 
that have emerged - such as:  Witness Mountain (Learning Story found in the Appendix), Math Fair, and 
10,000 Gifts Project and Documentary. 

For our Dandelions, the structure, design, rhythms, and protocols of Mill Bay Nature School are full of 
rigor for their developing young brains: finding friends on a huge 

field; helping to vote on/make school rules; finding 
adults when there’s a problem or conflict; walking 
long distances for bathroom or water breaks; 
remembering where you put your shoes or backpack 
or stuffy; sitting respectfully for an hour in whole 
school circles; listening to the moose horn for ten 
minute warnings and the call to Clans; putting their 
bikes away and heading to their work independently; 
Playful Inquiries with older students; learning how to 
own your mistakes and apologize; watching the 
Cedars jump onto the huge rolling tubes with 
wonder, and watching the Smuqwas jump OVER the 
tubes with astonishment.   
One day …  

For our Cedars, the structure, design, rhythms, and protocols of 
Mill Bay Nature School are fodder for their developing thinking 
skills (critical, creative, reflective), growing agency/voice, and sense of social/community dynamics: 

critiquing school rules; adding new rules, guidelines and structures 
which solve emerging problems; beginning to problem solve on their 
own, and discerning when they need assistance; walking long distances 
for bathroom or water breaks and finding their way back; supporting 
younger children to find their shoes or backpack or stuffy; voicing 
questions/offering feedback during whole 
school circles; suggesting that the Moose Call to 
Clans needs to have warnings – but how long?; 
not using other people’s bikes without asking; 
setting up a bike lending library; Playful Inquiries 
with younger students to develop compassion, 
practice leadership, and witnessing how far they 
have come as learners/as humans; practicing 
honesty even when it’s super embarrassing; 
asking themselves if they are ready to be a Smuqw’a’ … 



For our Smuqw’a’ Clan, the structure, design, rhythms, and protocols of Mill Bay Nature School are being 
reimagined for older children - moving into adolescence.  We now 
have two teachers in Smuqw’a’ who over the course of the year 
developed the relational trust and capacity to co-teach one group - who 
benefited significantly from their different and complementary gifts, 
personalities, and expertise.  Smuqw’a’ took up interdisciplinary/cross-
curricular projects rooted on the land which emerged from the children’s 
passions, interests, questions, curiosities, and this learning and growth 
was shared in a variety of Celebrations of Learning - for public and 
authentic audiences - moving from school to community milieus. 
Smuqw’a’ also challenged the children to understand themselves as 
learners - to pay attention and take responsibility for communicating 
their blocks, their needs, areas in literacy or numeracy that they do not 
yet understand, and then to take up the learning opportunities offered to 
them.  Structures and rhythms that offered small group and sometimes 
individual support were co-created with other support staff (eg., Literacy 
Lead, Core Competency Lead, Counsellor, Principal) - these happened 
before, during, and after school hours. 



What has emerged this past year ?   
What have we learned about our children - the strengths and the stretches 
we need to accomodate/design for ?   

Our vision at Q’shintul/Mill Bay Nature School has been to group children in 
ways that promote ongoing challenge and growth - ‘zones of optimal 
development’.  And this has been very successful - in our Pod/Clan and Playful 
Inquiry structures - if we measure success as highly engaged, stimulated, 
regulated learners.  We are beginning to observe children, however, who have 
‘moved past Dandelion’ in their development - looking for greater challenge - 
and are ‘not yet quite Cedars’.  One student, in fact, requested a meeting with 
his family, teachers, and principal, and even after making a solid case for why 
he was ready to leave Dandelion, he found the sophistication of Cedar too 
much yet.  And as the year progressed we noticed this more frequently; it 
seems the speed of growth in the first few years of school (ages 4-7) can be 
quite varied, and so we wondered if there was a way to reorganize the Clan/
Pod structure with this in mind. (Playful Inquiries are ever-changing 
groupings, and provide the children with choices of groupings/teachers/
topics - so this continues to be a solid structure.) 

After much dialogue, conversation, design meetings, and concensus circling and re-circling, what has emerged 
is a Pod model that mirrors the rare and unique Coastal Douglas Fir ecosystem which makes up the Cowichan 
Valley:  Western Red Cedar, Broadleaf Maple, Douglas Fir, and Arbutus.  Like our youngest learners, Cedars live 
on the lowest elevations and require lots of water (support from outside); next is Maple requiring less water 
than Cedar and a slightly higher elevation; then, following the same pattern, Fir; and finally, Artbutus which 
require the least amount of water and have adapted to grow resiliently in all kinds of rocky crevasses.  Moving 
from a three Pod framework to a four Pod framework has several 
advantages: providing teachers with a smaller range of children’s 
capacities to work within; providing children with opportunities to move 
Pods if they seek more challenge; and providing teaching teams the 
opportunity to co-teach (perhaps one designing their Clan space as a 
literacy studio/workshop and the other as a numeracy studio/workshop).  
Professional collaboration has emerged as a critical aspect of 
sustainability at Q’shintul/Mill Bay Nature School.  Sharing teacher 
strengths, talents, and expertise, as well as sharing observations, 
understandings, and interpretations of children’s growth and 
development have benefited our children greatly - moving from isolation 
to community has provided the children with multiple adults to learn 
from, see themselves mirrored in, as well as multiples ways to be, act, do 
in the world. Moreover, multiple attachments promote emotional safety - 
a critical component to learning and growth. 



What has also emerged this year is the co-creation with Elders, Knowledge Holders, teachers, students, and 
families of a Clan specially designed with adolescent learners in mind - Qwiqwul Tst Tse - “Let’s Talk”.  This will 
begin with one cohort of students this fall - who were interviewed this spring to ensure a commitment to this 
work: How do you know you’ve really learned something?  What are your goals for yourself while in Qwiqwul tst tse? 
What do you need from us/environment/scheduling to learn and grow?  A central belief of our community is that everyone 
has unique gifts and passions to share. What are yours? Are you committed to taking up whatever is thrown your way? Are 
you committed to not avoiding work?  We are excited to provide the pedgaogy of Q’shintul/Mill Bay Nature 
School (as outlined in our Field Guide) to adolescent learners - including a co-teaching design - and look 
forward to witnessing and documenting the experiences to continue our learning and growing as a 
community seeking to centre children, and inspire whole-person growth.
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Qwiqwul tst tse - Let’s Talk -  

Building a Beloved Community 
 in the Middle Years at Q’shintul      Mill Bay Nature School

Nuts’a’maat - we are all one, we are all connected, we look after each other  

‘Uy Shqwalumun - with a good mind & spirit 
Sharing, caring, giving, kindness, harmony, balance and beauty

Ts’its’uwatul’ tseep - help one another or work together 

Relationships Respect

Reciprocity
Responsibility

Clem Clem Longhouse, Cowichan Valley
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Things take the time they take 
Q’shintul - walking together 

“A beloved community is only possible when we create relationships based on “loving ties of care” (bell hooks, 1995)  
where we embrace the worthiness of all human beings” Robina Thomas (2018, pg. 48).

Walking gently - with ourselves, with others, with Mother Earth 



Our Goals 

Based on the needs in our school and the Strategic plan, what priorities will 
we focus on to enhance success for our learners? 

At Q’shintul/Mill Bay Nature School we define success as the learning, unlearning, and re-learning – for one’s 

entire life journey – of the traits of The Educated Citizen.  This capacity is cultivated and nurtured through the 

enactment of the principles and philosophy of our always-in-the-making Field Guide (which walks parallel with 

the Strategic Plan).  With this in mind, for next year, we will be focusing upon these priorities:  

I.  Learning Goal - Literacy (continued from 2021-2022) 

 The intentional creation of structures, rhythms, 

protocols in the everyday enacted culture of our 

school that introduce, develop, and nurture literacy 

(reading & viewing; writing & representing; 

speaking & listening) in our children, as well as a 

deepening understanding of the underlying brain 

processes – for teachers, support staff, and parents – 

so that literacy becomes a joy filled, deeply valued 

part of our school culture and each child can see 

their growth over time. 

Actions/Embodiment (to support goal):  
-Using our non-contact time with a literacy focus to provide 2 hours a week to each Clan in The Owlery (Literacy 

Studio) 

-Opportunities for teachers to collaborate on Fridays for 30 minutes to share learnings, ask questions, learn how 

to knit ‘Owlery work’ into Clan time or Playful Inquiry cycles 

- Collectively inviting our Literacy Lead teacher to be the one to orient our shared understandings of how 

literacy develops in children over time (using a robust, neurobiological model) and then weaving that 

understanding into Playful Inquiry cycles/Interdisciplinary Work 



-Continuing to re-imagine our library space as a literacy 

development space with opportunities to play with language 

as well as dig deep into literacy challenges through a variety 

of provocations 

-Purchasing more rolling white boards and chalk boards to be 

used outside to make the powerful oral messages in circle 

visible in print 

Evidence of Learning (street & satellite data): 
-Cedar, Maple, Fir and Arbutus ‘Writes’ (Three times a year – September, January, May)     

      - assessed by teachers using B.C. Performance Standards  

-Cedar, Maple, Fir and Arbutus Reading Assessments (Three times a year – 

September, January, May) using laminated book pages hanging on our 

school fence (from wordless, to hard, to super hard, to Pluto and back 

hard – so each child can be successful and see their next steps; as well as 

practicing during Free Play ) 

        - assessed by teachers using B.C. Performance Standards  

-Learning Stories (with a literacy focus) written once a year by teachers with 

supporting observations by our Literacy Lead (Nov/Dec) to communicate 

learning and how learning is developing for each learner (see Learning 

Stories as a goal below) SEE JAYCE’S LEARNING STORY IN APPENDIX  

- Informal field notes (by the Principal and others) capturing children’s and adults’ attitudes about literacy 

throughout the year using an appreciative lens – beginning with a September baseline – What’s going well 

for you with reading, writing, speaking, listening?  This 

documentation would be shared throughout the year as a 

provocation for staff/professional development, as well as 

shared with the PAC 



II.  Learning Goal - Numeracy (new) 

 The intentional creation of structures, rhythms, 

protocols in the everyday enacted culture of our 

school that introduce, develop, and nurture numeracy 

in our children, as well as a deepening understanding 

of how mathematical understandings develop over 

time – for teachers, support staff, and parents – so that 

numeracy moves beyond algorithmic teaching/

learning at school and at home, and the language of 

mathematics becomes a joy filled, deeply valued part 

of our school culture and each child can see their 

growth over time. 

Actions/Embodiment (to support goal):  
-Hire a Numeracy Lead teacher - to lead the teaching team’s understanding of  

the math curriculum, as well as take the lead in co-creating a Numeracy 

Studio/Workshop as a shared learning space with ever-shifting 

provocations 

-Opportunities for teachers to collaborate on Fridays for 30 minutes to share learnings, ask questions, learn 

how to knit the language of math into Clan time or Playful Inquiry cycles 

Evidence of Learning (street & satellite data): 
-Cedar, Maple, Fir and Arbutus numeracy assessments: format to be determined (Three times a year – October, 

February, June)     

      - assessed by teachers using B.C. Performance Standards  

-Learning Stories (with a numeracy focus) written once a year by teachers (April/May) to communicate 

learning and how learning is developing for each learner (see Learning Stories as a goal below) 

-Informal field notes (by the Principal and others) capturing children’s and adults’ attitudes about numeracy 

throughout the year using an appreciative lens – beginning with a September baseline – What’s going well 

for you with the language of numbers ?  This documentation would be shared throughout the year as a 

provocation for staff/professional development, as well as shared with the PAC 



III.  Learning Goal - Documenting Learning (continued from 2021-2022) 

Develop each teacher’s capacity to deeply observe 

children; to document and compose Learning 

Stories in order to communicate learning/witness 

learning as it uniquely emerges from each child at 

Mill Bay Nature School - because what we observe 

and document permeates how we relate to the 

children in our care - which will have major impacts 

on our expectations, our judgements, our lenses, 

Actions/Embodiment (to support goal):  

- Providing time at each staff meeting to share examples of Learning Stories - both process and product. 

-Learning Stories become the Q’shintul/Mill Bay Nature School’s standard for documenting and 

communicating significant whole school experiences, as well as student learning for parents/guardians (a 

minimum of twice a year).  These align with the Hulq’umi’num’ concept of witnessing.  SEE DANCE 

EXHIBITION WITNESSING IN APPENDIX 

Evidence of Learning (street & satellite data): 

-The quality of Learning Stories develops over time in each teacher – 

moving from judgement (both positive and/or negative) and 

analysis (objectivity) – to observing, naming and honouring what 

each child or group of children has done, said, learned and 

accomplished with a fresh, unbiased mindset as well as their 

curiosity and wonderings about what this may mean and what may 

provoke/nourish/cultivate future growth and development. 

(Criteria/framework to measure this is in process.)



  IV.  Indigenous Ways of Knowing (continued from 2021-2022) 
The intentional creation of 

structures, rhythms, protocols in 

the everyday enacted culture of 

our school that amplify 

Hulq’umi’num’ culture: speaking 

the Hulq’umi’num’ language; 

drumming; singing; circle 

protocols; consensus building; 

privileging time/patience; Coast Salish artwork/design; practicing gratitude; witnessing; 

walking gently with ourselves, others, and upon Mother Earth; apprenticeship learning 

pedagogy; and holding our sacred children –‘Xe ‘Xe Smune’em - in a generous gaze full of 

wonder – so that we will be a part of “backfilling the 150 years of oppression of the First Nations 

People in Canada” (T. George) taking seriously the Calls to Action of the Truth and Reconciliation 

Commission   

SEE WITNESS MOUNTAIN/CAREY NEWMAN AND 10,000 GIFT STORIES IN APPENDIX  

Actions/Embodiment (to support goal):  

- Continue to nurture our relationship and Q’shintul – walk together - with our Elders-in-residence Tousilum and 

Sulsa’meethl George; Knowledge Holders Sonya Charlie, Louis Sylvester, Ernie Rice, Russell Rice, Laura 

Antoine, Marya Sylvester; language teachers Sonya Charlie, Darla 

Pagaduan; Hulq’umi’num artist Stuart Pagaduan 

-   Be willing to take feedback, change, support, stand beside, learn from 

and with our Elders and Knowledge Holders, as well as the Cowichan, 

Malahat, and Penalakut Nations and beyond – “You have done a lot and 

have a lot to do” (S. George) 

-     Collectively inviting our Decolonizing Lead teacher to be the one to 

orient our attention to the hard work of decolonizing, and then weaving 

that understanding into the enacted life of the school -as they look to 

Elders and Knowledge Holders for understanding and feedback 



-Be open and welcoming to any people of Indigenous ancestry who 

choose to be a part of the Q’shintul community – families (no wait 

list), teachers, mentors, community members 

- Offer Hulq’umi’num as the second language at Mill Bay Nature 

School (K-9) - special grant from SD79 Indigenous Funding 

-Offer Hulq’umi’num language classes for teachers, parents, 

community members each summer (so Hulq’umi’num may be 

heard in the air all through the day at MBNS)  

- Write a second grant to the Vancouver Foundation to continue the work of co-creating  an embedded, land 

based Hul’q’umi’num’ immersion middle school at Q’shintul/Mill Bay Nature School  

Evidence of Learning (street and satellite data): 

- Witnessing Conversations with our Elders-in-residence – What is going well?  Where do we need to grow 

next?  These would be documented afterwards respecting the Hulq’umi’num’ structure of listening deeply 

with heart, mind, body, spirit during the dialogue SEE SPRING FEEDBACK FROM TOUSILUM IN 

APPENDIX  

- Informal field notes (by the Principal and others) capturing children’s and adults’ knowledge and attitudes 

about our relationship with Hulq’umi’num’ People – culture and 

history - throughout the year using an appreciative lens – beginning 

with a September baseline – What are you learning – with your 

heart, your mind - about Hulq’umi’num People?  Why is this 

important to you?  This documentation would be shared 

throughout the year as a provocation for staff/professional 

development, as well as shared with the PAC and the children as a 

witness to our learning 

-  Learning Stories (with a Hulq’umi’num’ focus) written once a year 

for each child by teachers to communicate respect for and 

understanding of Hulq’umi’num’ history and/or culture (see 

Learning Stories as a Learning goal above) 

- The Learning Stories will be qualitatively reflected on by Elders and 

Knowledge Holders using an interview structure – What are you 

noticing about the children’s hearts and minds as you hear these 

stories? 



V.  Culture of Care (continued from 2021-2022) 

 Continuing to practice and deepen our understanding 

of the value/power of the Hulq’umi’num’ way of 

decision making and participatory democracy 

through consensus building – from the micro (teachers 

alone or children alone); to teachers, staff and 

children; to the macro (teachers, staff, children, and 

parent community/larger community) – to promote 

ever-more healthy relationships and partnerships 

through the development of generous and respectful spaces for diverse voices and 

perspectives.  SEE CONSENSUS LEARNING STORIES IN APPENDIX  

Actions/Embodiment (to support goal):  

- A movement across the school’s routines, rhythms and structures 

from democratic decision making (voting/majority rules) to 

consensus building circles with specific roles assigned (a speaker, 

a chief, a matriarch) – in Clans, in Pods, Village Gatherings, Staff 

Meetings, PAC – “The change in our staff meeting/meeting 

structures has been so game-changing for me because I know I 

won’t be walking into a meeting dominated by a few voices.” 

-Inviting Q’wiqwul Tst Tse Learners to shadow specific roles (speaker, 

chief, matriarch) and to take them up over time - leading to their 

running Q’shintul Lelum (weekly participatory governance 

meetings) 

-Learning to discern which decisions need immediate answers (for 

young children), and which decisions can determined over time 

(through ongoing conversations, dialogue, data collection, etc.). 

Wondering how to hold the process at the forefront of the 

children’s minds ?  Where should the documentation be kept ?  (On a chalkboard at the front of the 

school ? Or ?) 



Evidence of Learning (street & satellite data): 

- Informal field notes (by the Principal and others) capturing children’s and adults’ attitudes about 

consensus building throughout the year using an appreciative lens – beginning with a September baseline 

– Why do you think Hulq’umi’num’ people did not use voting as a way to make decisions?  This 

documentation would be shared throughout the year as a provocation for staff/professional/PAC 

development, children’s learning about participatory governance, decision making and fairness. 

- The street data will be qualitatively reflected on by elders and knowledge keepers using an interview 

structure – What are you noticing about the adult and children’s hearts and minds as you hear these 

stories? 



 

Our story is beyond . . . Appendix

The co-constructed “Friendship Bridge”  
by the Peer Counselling Training Playful Inquiry



Witnessing moments

Children and their voices are centered in a 
traditional Hulq’umi’num’ village structure 
at MBNS. It is this practice that makes space for 
learner agency and risk taking.  

Weekly, the learners of MBNS gather at 
Q’Shintul Lelum- a place of ceremony- to bring 
forward ideas, noticings and wonderings 
rooted in their experiences. We problem solve, 
suggest solutions and listen in community. 
Soon after our return to learning  from winter 
break, Atara takes up the opportunity to share 
her love of dance, and invites others to show off 
their moves in a ‘pronouncement’ 

"Meet by the tires if you want to sign up to be in 
the dance exhibition”  

Many questions emerge. Is it a contest? Will 
there be judging? Do you have to do it by 
yourself? What about music? When? Can I de-
sign if I change my mind after I say I want to?  
Who will come watch? 

Atara works to field questions about her idea, 
and demonstrates a commitment to listening to 
questions and ideas deeply. The evidence of 
this is that she (and her team!!) make 
adjustments where needed so that the dance 
exhibition is as accessible as possible.  
Changing her mind (several times) about 
how the dance exhibition will look makes 
for a thoughtfully planned dance party. 

astonishing

     of growth and   development
January 2022

Dance Exhibition
A Learning Story







Land Acknowledgement at Witness Mountains Unveiling  
May 26, 2022 - Q’Shintul 

 (Mill Bay Nature School, Cobble Hill, BC) 

I would like to acknowledge  

that we are gathered here  

at this beautiful place  

which is the traditional territory  

of the Hulq’umi’num’ people 

they played 

they caught salmon 

and they did so much more 

they had ceremonies 

they drummed 

and they had so much fun 

but one day that all changed 

they went to residential schools 

they burned their drums in front of them 

they cried 

and cried 

it was very sad 

one day they didn’t have to go residential schools anymore 

but that one day wasn’t too long ago 

and the effect that it did on the world 

will truly never be gone 

and we want to bring the Hulq’umi’num’ people’s culture back 

-

- Delilah H., age 11 

-



This land acknowledgement was shared by a student at Q’shintul (walking together in Hulq’umi’num / Mill 
Bay Nature School) in Cobble Hill, BC at the unveiling of a months-long project that was inspired by the work 
of Carey Newman, creator of the Witness Blanket. I have purposely begun with the words of a xe’ xe’ 
smuneem, (a sacred child) as Carey’s Witness Blanket has centered and empowered Canada’s most important 
voices- those of children. Her name is Delilah and she is a student of mine in Smuqw’a’ (Blue Heron) clan. At 
our school, we organize students by development, and not arbitrarily by age, and therefore grade. Delilah is 
one of about forty students who range in age from eight to twelve who have dedicated months of learning 
and growing toward the understanding of Canada’s history, and applying that knowledge to our own sense of 
place. The Smuqw’a’ clan’s work was directly inspired by the Truth telling of Canada’s history as it relates to 
residential schools, it’s victims, survivors, and the generations of children who have come since. Delilah’s 
words are rooted in the soil of a public-school education that seeks to disrupt the traditional grammar of 
schooling, enact the BC curriculum, prioritize the First People’s Principles of Learning and live the Calls to 
Action of the Truth and Reconciliation Commission. 

My teaching partner Brian and I work collaboratively to respond to emergent curricular opportunities and 
to nurture the learning and growing of the children in our care. One such opportunity came to us in the form 
of the travelling exhibit of a replica of the Witness Blanket in December 2021. The installation was on display 
in Victoria and we were able to get about half of our clan to see it in person. The accessibility of the 
documentary that accompanies this work enabled the children who chose to stay on campus to see the 
process of creating the Witness Blanket, and to see it as a final product too. We also were gifted a copy of 
Picking Up the Pieces: Residential School Memories and the Making of the Witness Blanket from a parent in our 
clan. The book allowed us to ‘revisit’ the work and to learn more details about the Witness Blanket.  

As usual, Brian and I work to provide opportunities to our learners, and we see what they take up. Carey’s 
work was a point of continual reflection, and its impact on our learners was clear. Smuqw’a’ clan students could 
not stop coming back to it an example of stunning art, a constant and haunting reminder of the Truthful history 
of our country, and the masterful work of a carver. It became clear to us that we needed to explore this 
direction that was made available from the Witness Blanket, but as educators who invite children to lead, we 
weren’t sure where we would go. We began by trying to take an inventory on the objects that called to us the 
most, the ones that told powerful and interesting stories. We used our knowledge from the documentary to 
look at the Witness Blanket with new eyes. We were circling around the question: How do objects tell stories?  

This lead us down the path of thinking deeply about artifacts, curation and story-telling. We spent several 
weeks reflecting on the objects that represent each of us. Students curated a ‘Museum of Me’ and practiced 
presenting their work to the public. We hosted families and siblings and peers. Students were met with awe at 
the impact their artifacts had. Carey’s work allowed us a glimpse into how we might reimagine stories, and at 
how difficult purposeful curation really is. The depth at which our students were offered an experience of 
literacy, Core Competency development and social studies has been directly influenced by the dense learning 
opportunity that Carey has offered to Canadians.  

Next, Smuqw’a’ students were challenged to think about how they could further take up their inspiration from 
the Witness Blanket and relate it to our place, the land of the Hulq’umi’num’ speaking people, the Cowichan 
Valley. Part of Smuqw’a’ also sees students ‘adventuring’ and climbing the peaks and hiking to beaches and  



observing the place now known as British Columbia. It was decided we would climb the six mountains of the 
Cowichan Valley and witness them. We would tell stories of the trees, learn the science of the precious 
ecosystem we live in, and emulate the work of Carey Newman. Without a doubt our students knew this was a 
challenge worth taking up- his masterful story telling of residential schools was the spark to all of this learning 
and growing in our students.  

Thanks to the connecting power of Twitter, I began sharing our work and ideas with Carey. He showed he was 
interested in our work and followed along for several weeks as we begun this project. We collected artificial 
and natural artifacts from each mountain, wrote poems and observations, learned about traditional uses of the 
land 
as shared by Sonya Charlie, a knowledge keeper who teaches our clan Hulq’umi’num’, wove in a western view 
of science, and found ourselves at the top of all six peaks of the Cowichan Valley. With the Witness Blanket as 
an example of how we might tell stories, share experiences, consider the Truth as we live Reconciliation and 
witness the traditional, ancestral, unceded territory of the Hulq’umi’num’ speaking people, students drafted 
their own visions for what our work might look like.  

As completion of our project neared, Smuqw’a’ clan made the decision to invite Carey Newman himself. So far, I 
had only been able to share Carey’s Twitter responses to our work with Smuqw’a’, and they were very curious to 
see if he would actually come to see our work, to witness. The kind of authentic, real-world confidence that 
comes from successfully inviting a mentor (who also leaves learners star struck because of his work) cannot be 
fabricated in a classroom of desks in rows. It is because of Carey’s commitment to following along in our own 
journey and to accepting an invitation from a nine-year-old to the unveiling of Witness Mountains that Smuqw’a’ 
learners have had the opportunity to contend with the carnage of residential schools. Smuqw’a’ learners have 
been privileged by Carey’s work and presence, because learners got to Q’shintul (to walk together) alongside a 
masterful carver, child to a residential school survivor, and Truth and Reconciliation provocateur as we dove into 
curricular enactment inspired by his work.  

     Witness Mountains Unveiling 

Carey attended the event where we unveiled Witness Mountains to our community. It is more than twenty 
feet across, made of seven plywood boards, (a centre piece and six mountains) mathematically representative 
of each peak in its height and holds purposefully curated items that act as witness to the Cowichan Valley, as 
told by Smuqw’a’. Carey’s attention to each student, genuine awe at their work, and emotional movement in 
hearing Delilah’s land acknowledgement all demonstrate his commitment to telling the Truth of Canada’s 
history. In an unexpected honoring, he shared a coin with each student for their work in witnessing the history 
of residential schools, for being witness to our history. The pride, awe, validation that students felt confirmed 
that we are taking up the BC curriculum as we are called to. The learning from this project is immense, in many 
ways immeasurable, and undeniably intertwined with Carey’s work. I am confident that the Witness Blanket has 
planted seeds that have yet to break the surface of the ground yet, but has certainly set root for possibility in 
the future.  

Witness Mountains 

The complex and multi-layered perspectives that we as educators are called to present to children by the BC 
curriculum has been largely informed by Carey Newman’s seminal work, the Witness Blanket. It is for the moral 
and ethical obligations educators have to the children in our care that I share the story of Smuqw’a’ with you. It 
is because is because of the immense and profound impact of his work on our community that I write to you.  



Carey Newman has unquestionably made the history of Canada known. He has taken an even deeper step 
by inviting our xe’ xe’ smuneem, our sacred children, into the work. I write to share that there is no greater 
impact one can have on the history, and therefore the future, than by inspiring and giving witness to the 
learning and growing of children. Carey and his work have provoked our students and our community to 
action.  

As the grandchild of a residential school survivor, as an educator who sees the moral obligation of taking 
up the work of telling our history, as a deeply caring human, I write to share with you my nomination of Carey 
Newman for the Governor General’s History Award for Popular Media: the Pierre Berton Award. Although I 
have tried to share with you in words, pictures and videos, the impact  that Carey has had on our community, 
the most exciting part of this nomination is that we mysteriously and wonderfully don’t even know the full 
impact of his work on our community yet, and that is what I am hopeful for. The future.  

 With that, I will leave you as I began. With the words of two xe’ xe’ smuneem who spoke to me about 
the impact of the Witness Blanket on their learning this year. Please reflect on their words as you consider the 
next recipient of this award.  

Smuqw’a’ Clan Unveil Witness Mountains with Carey as a Special Guest 

“Half of us went to see the Witness Blanket, and half of us watched the documentary. We got inspired by the 
Witness Blanket to make our own. All of the pieces from the residential schools reminded me of all of the kids 
getting taken away from their families. Then, we had an idea to make our own version of the Witness Blanket 
and we made our own. We hiked all of the six mountains in the Cowichan Valley and collected artifacts from 
them all. We put them onto our own project. It took lots of thinking and redoing. We also re-watched the 
documentary and re-read the book. We made mistakes and then we had to fix them. We made task forces and 
we had to make invitations. We decided to invite Carey Newman because he really inspired us. His work made 
us feel like we had to make our own creation. We realized it made us want to do something. We chose to invite 
Carey Newman because we wanted him to see our recreation of the Witness Blanket because his creation was 
super powerful. Ours is too.” 

-Ava T., age 9 

“Carey Newman’s work made me feel sad and happy. It made me feel sad for all the children who passed 
away in residential schools. It made me feel happy that he made this work all on the residential schools. The 
Witness Blanket is important because it witnesses all the people who went to residential schools. The ones 
who survived and the ones who passed away.” 

-Vienna W., age 10 

Thoughtfully, 

Delilah, Ava, Vienna, Brian & Cayla  



 

 

Continued through the link below: 

https://thediscourse.ca/cowichan-valley/mill-bay-nature-school-10000-gifts



Consensus	Circle	Thinking		

What	is	it?	

In	my	experience,	consensus	circle	asks	par4cipants	to	live	the	idea	that	things	take	the	2me	they	take.	Consensus	
circles	are	long,	don’t	always	come	to	a	clear	conclusion,	and	are	ul4mately	decided	by	the	matriarch.	Using	a	feather	
to	denote	who	holds	the	floor,	this	structure	allows	speakers	to	draw	on	the	spirit	of	the	warrior	that	lives	on	in	the	
feather,	inherently	builds	in	think	4me	before	responding,	and	gives	par4cipants	the	opportunity	to	speak	from	their	
heart.	As	speaker,	Chris	facilitates	this	dialogue	and	begins	with	a	reminder	of	the	protocols	of	this	ceremony.	Kim’s	role	
as	matriarch	is	to	deeply	listen,	make	record	of,	and	ul4mately,	make	a	decision	that	reflects	the	will	of	the	people.	This	
kind	of	listening	requires	taking	stock	of	not	only	what	is	said,	but	also	how.		

From	my	perspec0ve,	what	are	these	structures:	

Gi*s	

Consensus	circle	represents	the	con4nued	building	of	trust	between	Tousilum	and	Sulsa’meethl	and	the	educators	of	
Q’Shintul.	To	be	giHed	this	re-Indigenizing	way	of	crea4ng	dialogue	is	something	to	be	taken	seriously	as	we	work	
together	to	uproot	colonial	ways	of	being	that	we	all	bring	with	us	to	discussion.	Consensus	circle	as	a	way	of	being	is	a	
giH	in	itself,	an	extension	from	elders	to	learners	that	necessitates	the	prac4ce	of	decoloniza4on.		

Consensus	circle	does	not	allow	for	the	loudest	and	quickest	(and	I	include	myself	in	this	way	of	being)	voices	to	take	up	
the	spaces	where	decisions	are	made.	The	giH	for	those	of	us	who	readily	share	their	thoughts	is	the	opportunity	to	
reflect	on	this	prac4ce,	while	the	giH	for	those	who	are	more	hesitant	to	share	their	thinking	is	4me.	By	crea4ng	space,	
even	if	it	isn’t	taken,	where	it	is	expected	that	all	have	the	opportunity	to	speak,	we	are	working	to	re-Indigenize	
communica4on.		

I	also	see	the	roles	of	matriarch,	speaker,	and	chief	as	opportuni4es	to	rethink	lead	roles	at	our	school.	If	these	are	
con4nued	and	necessary	func4ons	in	the	way	we	create	dialogue	at	the	school,	I	wonder	if	those	who	have	been	called	
to	act	in	these	ways	have	an	opportunity	to	model	these	roles	outside	of	consensus	circle	too?	If	we	s4tch	this	language	
and	prac4ce	into	other	spaces	in	our	school	too,	how	will	expecta4ons	and	behavior	in	others	change?	I	see	an	
opportunity	for	con4nued	thinking	about	these	roles	outside	of	consensus	circle	too…			

Challenges	+	Frustra4ons	

Like	so	many	things	on	Turtle	Island,	the	insidious	roots	of	colonialism	are	prevalent	among	many,	and	because	
prac4cing	decoloniza4on	is	an	ac4ve	choice,	we	all	bring	our	learned	communica4on	to	the	conversa4on.	For	me,	this	
means	I	can	be	quick	to	judge,	can	be	set	in	my	thinking,	and	also	that	I	take	the	giH	of	this	structure	seriously.	A	
frustra4on	of	mine	is	that	despite	the	(obvious	to	me)	honor	of	having	been	asked	to	take	up	consensus	circle,	I	
perceive	that	s4ll	not	all	par4cipants	take	up	the	ways	of	being	that	are	called	for.	When	we	don’t	have	all	voices	
represented	in	consensus	circle,	we	can’t	possibly	have	consensus.	Right?	(Maybe	not…).	I	don’t	know	how	to	move	the	
decision	making	of	others,	so	I	work	to	model	and	pause	and	think	about	my	own	ac4ons	in	consensus	circle	so	that	
others	may	do	so	too.		

More	than	a	challenge	or	frustra4on	and	more	of	a	wondering	has	to	do	with	the	role	of	matriarch.	Some4mes	there	
are	moments	when	informa4on	or	context	is	needed	to	navigate	or	steer	the	conversa4on,	and	it	feels	like	we	are	
breaking	protocol	to	her	from	her,	yet	I	acknowledge	it’s	necessity.	My	wondering	is:	does	a	matriarch	ever	speak	in	
consensus	circle?	If	so,	what	does	that	look	like?	I	wonder	if	clarity	around	this	might	support	us	to	see	the	way	forward	
when	it	is	required	that	more	informa4on	is	shared	with	the	group.		

A	challenge	of	consensus	circle	is	that	to	honor	the	process,	4me	is	needed.	A	lot	of	it.	I	wonder	if	a	challenge	is	to	
crea4vely	fandangle	more	4me	for	this	priori4zed	prac4ce	so	that	we	feel	our	4me	is	respected,	but	also	that	our	
presence	and	thinking	is	supported.	To	have	a	handful	of	staff	members	leave	partway	through	the	discussion	has	felt	
annoying,	disrespecWul,	understandable	and	con4nues	to	be	a	point	of	reflec4on	for	me.		



 

Learnings	

As	I	reflect	on	the	lessons	I	am	learning	from	this	process,	I	am	curtly	reminded	of	the	s4nky	bits	I	carry.	As	I	men4oned	
above,	the	whole-body	experience	of	communica4ng	is	upheld	as	worthy	of	taking	stock	of	in	this	process.	I	already	
know	that	I	have	to	work	hard	(to	appear	well-versed)	on	the	non-verbal	aspects	of	communica4on	and	this	deficit	of	
mine	is	highlighted	in	this	structure.	It	allows	me	4me	to	reflect,	retry,	and	reimagine	the	colonial	ways	of	
communica4on	I	have	been	taught	to	prac4ce.	In	this	learning,	I	acknowledge	the	giH	that	it	is	too.		

Consensus	circle	has	also	been	nudging	me	toward	the	prac4ce	of	following	my	gut	when	it	comes	to	experiences	I	am	
not	okay	with.	When	the	protocols	are	so	clear	and	so	clearly	not	being	followed	by	par4cipants,	I	think	my	learning	
has	been	that	I	need	to	actually	walk	away.	By	engaging	in	a	prac4ce	that	has	been	giHed	to	us	in	ways	it	has	not	been	
intended,	I	feel	like	I	am	enabling	the	botching	of	this	prac4ce.	I	think	I	am	learning	that	it	is	ok	to	walk	away	from	ways	
of	being	that	myself	and	others	prac4ce	that	ac4vely	work	against	the	prac4ce	of	decolonizing.	It	is	too	hard	to	do	to	
put	up	with	behaviors	that	con4nuously	fall	out	of	line.		

These	thoughts	represent	a	moment	in	4me	where	I	currently	sit.	I	know	they	will	change,	become	more	deeply	rooted	
and	con4nue	to	provide	me	opportuni4es	to	change	my	prac4ce-	that	is	what	makes	them	Indigenous.		

		



Consensus Circle Reflection 
My role of Speaker at Q’shintul Mill Bay Nature School brought many responsibilities, 
challenges and gifts….most of these are still being realized. When Tousilum and Sulsumet asked 
me, a non-indigenous person, new to the Cowichan Valley to take this role, I was surprised by this 
hounour. I was accepting a role of great importance to the Hul q’umi num speaking people and with 
it the responsibility to lead change in our school’s governance structure from that of a triangle to a 
circle. That is to remove the power and decision making from a few, to all. To create a space where 
all voices are heard equally.  

This shift in governance brought discomfort. Some had become accustomed to having their voices 
heard above others, while others had become accustomed to not speaking or shutting down during 
discussions and had little experience or desire in contributing. I also uncomfortably stepped into a 
role of prominence in meetings and discussions. I too had found it much easier to think of other 
things during staff meetings or discussions and in this role I had to be acutely aware of all words 
being spoken, the emotions attached to them and build connections and common understanding. 
This was not an easy task. I grew up with and benefited greatly from triangle governance. I not only 
needed to acknowledge this completely but also learn to live in a different way, if I were to truly 
make change. 

I was presented with an eagle feather to be used to facilitate discussion and bring strength to our 
voices. This gift was presented with the protocols of the honour to use the eagle feather in this way. I 
was given no other rules or protocols, only a few guidelines to ensure all voices are heard 
throughout our discussions. I was nervous with this responsibly and did not want to make mistakes. I 
firmly held onto the guidelines that were provided to ensure “it was done right”. Over time I learned 
that the role of Speaker at Q’shintul was not to act in the exact same way as a Speaker would in a 
Quw'utsun long house. It was to provide space for our school to take steps towards consensus and 
path for a change from the current practices. I was to use the gifts of the stories and knowledge that 
I had received from my time listening deeply to our Elders and Knowledge Holders to facilitate this 
change. I was reminded several times of this when seeking guidance from Tousilum and Sulsumeth 
on a topic or a specific way of doing things. Our practice will emerge over time, and we will know 
what to do. It will take the time it takes. I came to believe that our practice of consensus-building 
was not meant to be the mirror of what was done before us but in the spirit of taking steps to 
change. Although, very difficult at times, I feel that we came to a space of more balance in our 
discussions and have created a small pathway to take a few more steps next year. I have great hope 
that we will get closer. Tousilum’s sentiment when presenting this gift to our school repeats heavily 
in my mind: The children are already living in circle, it is now the adults turn to follow them. We have 
the models in front of us, we need to step out of their way and follow. 

Writtten by Chris Miller 



Learning	Story	-		Jayce 
Written by Phaedra Fairwell	

Watching Jayce interact with the learning materials and opportunities in the Owlery through the first half of this 
school year, I wondered what might help him to engage in a deeper way with his literacy learning.  On several 
occasions while his clan was in the Owlery I offered to do an activity with him, in hopes of instigating some 
conversation about letters and the sounds they represent but he was unwilling to engage with me.  Jayce was often 
a reluctant participant in our large group sound and spelling practice.  He relied on copying the words from a 
neighbour rather than trying them independently himself.  Jayce’s fine motor skills and letter formation also 
caused me to wonder about what was happening for him - particularly since I know how strong his gross motor 
skills are!  

When I spoke with Jayce’s clan leader, we both wondered if some focused one on one time to build his letter-
sound knowledge and phonemic awareness might give him confidence to engage with his learning in a deeper 
way.  We strategized to offer daily, focused, 1:1 time working on his literacy during the “soft start” part of his day. 
 He was reluctant to give up his bike riding and play time but with a promise of extra time later in the day he 
agreed to try it until Spring Break.  

On the first of February Jayce began coming for daily support for 20-25 minutes every morning.  I began with a 
quick re-assessment of his letter-sound knowledge and found that there was some gain (and a little loss) since the 
fall assessment.  In the fall he knew 6 of 17 consonant sounds and 3 of 5 short vowel sounds and by February he 
had 10 of 17 consonants and still 3 of 5 vowel sounds (though different ones!)  

From February 1 until the end of March Jayce worked through the first 12 lessons on the plan and moved from 
isolated letter sounds to manipulating words by changing beginning middle and end sounds in word chain 
activities.  He practiced and refined his fine motor skills through writing sentences and paying attention to his grip 
when holding a pencil.  

The confidence that Jayce was gaining through developing his literacy skills was tremendous!  In the Owlery he 
began to take pride in his abilities during sound and spelling practice and even offered his own board for others to 
copy if they were stuck! At the end of March Jayce expressed that he was ready to be done with daily practice and 
we agreed to scale back to 3 days per week.   In a little more than a month since scaling back Jayce has added 5 
more sounds to his repertoire and he has begun to read aloud from early decodable books.  

His clan is working on McCracken Spelling and Jayce is enjoying being able to relate the sounds that he says and 
hears to the graphemes he is using to represent them - legibly!  He is very proud to share his work!  During 
choices lately Jayce has been opting for activities that dive deeper into growing his reading brain - including 
mentoring others in some of the available learning games.   

Jayce has expressed that he is “getting really good now” and his pride in his accomplishments is visible.  I now 
wonder if the pride and confidence he has gained will give him enough motivation to keep himself moving 
forward over the summer.



Communicating Learning
‘Ulhqi’ ‘Elu (Snake Clan) 

Developing a Can-Do Disposition:
A Learning Story

Since winter break, Jayce has been working hard with 
Phaedra every morning in the Owlery to develop his 
literacy skills.  He shows up with the drive to learn and 
an increasing awareness of himself as a learner.  This 
new-found confidence has spilt over into all that Jayce 
decides to tackle.  He is less discouraged when he faces 
challenges, recognizes his own successes more readily, 
and is less interested in comparing himself to others, who 
are on a learning journey of their own.  The photograph 
on the top illustrates one such story of Jayce’s learning; 
this one happens to be during numeracy.  “That’s the 
highest I ever wrote!” Jayce exclaims as he rushes over to 
share his number printing with me.  I noticed that Jayce 
wrote his numerals in order, in lines, and that there were 
no reversals in his print.  More than that though, I noticed 
the pride with which he shared with me.  This was a child 
who used to avoid written tasks, who could be 
discouraging and critical of himself.  Learning that 
practice and hard-work can reap benefits will be one take-
away from his months of work with Phaedra; more 
importantly, however, he is developing a confidence to 
tackle the new and the hard.  His ability to notice, share, 
and celebrate growth no matter the subject or context will 
keep the joy coming for this special little human as he 
moves on to the Cedar Pod in September!

Jayce Claxton
May 2022

From:	Angela	Brunt	<angelabrunt@hotmail.com>  
Sent:	May	14,	2022	9:33	PM  
To:	Phaedra	Fairwell	<pfairwell@sd79.bc.ca> 
Subject:	Re:	Jayce	Claxton
 
Hi Phaedra, 

You should have given me a kleenex alert!

I am 100% okay with you using Jayce’s first name and showing pictures.  I am so darn proud of my boy!

He would have fallen through the cracks at any other school, but the love and support everyone has had for Jayce at 
Mill Bay Nature school has been nothing short of amazing. You have even sparked an excitement for learning at 
home, where before he would shy away from it, and I am sure it was out of low self confidence and frustration.

I just want to print out your email and frame it!  
 
Thank you so much,
Angela Brunt 

Written by  
Erin Ritchie



 

From Tousilum
May 17, 2022

What is going well ?

- Not one child stands out in Q’shintul - they all stand out in your heart
- You bring the family of Q’shintul together with the nutsa’maat sqwalulwun (one mind, 

one heart)
- Each child is cared for and nurtured by all staff
- You share your visions and thoughts with parents and staff
- With the very echoes of our Elders, you and the staff say “thihwum mi nuw’ ilum 

siem” (please come in my highly respected friend)

Some thoughts for now.

Feedback from Tousilum 
Spring 2022



Consensus and PAC 
Using the concept of consensus within the PAC at MBNS has been eye opening, rewarding and 

challenging. It moved the focus of our PAC to be on relationships instead of meetings and votes. There 

is a significant challenge to understand what consensus is amongst the parents, and I found it emerged 

slowly through one-on-one conversations. The main issue of consensus to arise through the year was 

how disconnected parents felt from the school - a direct effect from covid. With this in mind I was able 

to coordinate an event that brought the whole school together in a way that felt safe and fun for all 

after two years of separation. The Earth Day celebration was a true gathering of community made 

possible by the combined efforts of the students, teachers and parents of Q'shintul.  

Writtten by Kate Segall, PAC Lead 

A story about reconciliation: 

We had some family visiting and my seven year old, Sal, was wearing his MBNS Q'shintul tshirt. His 
aunt asked him about the language on it. He went on to explain Hul'qumi'num language and the 
people and what he and the school are doing about reconciliation.  

Witnessing this was a complete surprise to me. I didn't know he was even paying attention to this 
topic! It really reflected to me the depth of Truth and Reconciliation education that is happening 
every day at Q'shintul. 

From Sal, he says it just felt important to say. 

by Kate Segall 




